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Following an upbeat 
end to 2022, 
investment markets 
continued to deliver 
generally positive 
returns over the first 
three months of 2023.

Market Commentary

In an environment where energy 
costs were falling globally and the 
large Chinese economy began to 
reopen (after their abandonment of 
strict Covid-19 controls in late 2022), 
sentiment about the outlook for global 
growth was very positive.

After months of co-ordinated central 
bank action to increase interest rates, 
headline inflation also looked to be 
slowly improving globally, raising 
expectations that the global interest 
rate hiking cycle could soon be coming 
to an end.

Unfortunately, measurements of 
‘core’ inflation (i.e. the general cost 
of goods and services that excludes 
more volatile food and energy 
prices) stubbornly stayed higher than 
expected in both the US and Europe, 
indicating the interest rate tightening 
cycle still had further to run.

In early March, the collapse of Silicon 
Valley Bank in the US, followed a week 
later by troubled lender Credit Suisse 
being bought by global investment 
bank UBS, created significant, but 
short-lived, market turbulence.

Markets initially reacted to fears of a 
potential new banking crisis and bond 
markets quickly went from pricing in 
further interest rate hikes to pricing in 
sizable rate cuts in some markets.

However, by the end of the quarter, 
investors had largely concluded the 
events surrounding Silicon Valley Bank 
and Credit Suisse were contained  
and that any potential systemic risks 
were minimal. 

China’s recovery accelerating

Less than six months ago, the Chinese 
economy was partly locked down with 
Covid restrictions and its economic 
performance was dwindling as a result.

Fast forward to today, and indicators 
are currently pointing to a solid 
recovery in Chinese economic activity. 
This renewed strength is directly 
contributing to an improved sentiment 
for global growth. 

Notably, the current recovery in China 
is stronger than when they initially 
reopened earlier in the pandemic. This 
suggests a greater degree of confidence 
in the recovery this time around.

While this is good news for China it 
also bodes well for other economies, 
particularly those with a large trading 
relationship with China. Europe and 
Asia are well placed to benefit, and 
the Australian economy stands to be a 
direct beneficiary of improving volume 
and pricing for mineral exports, 
particularly iron ore and copper.

Global growth to rebound in 2024

In January, the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) announced that while the 
global economy is poised to slow 
from a growth rate of 3.4% in 2022 to 
2.9% this year, they are now projecting 
growth to rebound to 3.1% in 2024.

Although they noted the war in Ukraine 
and the global fight against inflation 
remained risks, the IMF nevertheless 
reported a mild upward revision to their 
October 2022 projections. In particular, 
they commented that the global 
economy had shown great resilience 
over the recent period and that a global 
recession is not their baseline view.

We are well acquainted with the 
difficulties in accurately forecasting the 
future, however this is still encouraging. 
At a minimum, it tells us that the  
wide-ranging economic data the 
IMF are basing their forecasts on are 
showing some overall improvement.

While it’s possible that China's 
recovery could yet stall, inflation 
could persist at high levels and an 
escalation of the war in Ukraine could 
all contribute to a deterioration in 
financial conditions, the IMF also noted 
there were factors that could also lead 
to better-than-expected outcomes.

In particular, strong household balance 
sheets and robust wage growth could 
help sustain consumer demand. 
Additionally, an easing of the remaining 
supply bottlenecks, coupled with an 
easing in labour market pressures, could 
allow for a softer economic landing 
which would require less monetary 
tightening than is currently anticipated.



Market Commentary

What is a soft landing?

The term “soft landing” refers to 
an objective of a central bank to 
slow down an economy and bring 
down inflation, while preventing the 
economy from falling into a recession. 
Recessions are generally defined as 
two consecutive quarters of negative 
growth, and are normally unwelcome 
as economic output, employment  
and consumer spending all come 
under increased pressure for a  
period of time.

To this end, the Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand (RBNZ), along with 
many other central banks, have 
implemented a series of interest 
rate hikes over the last eighteen 
months. The aim has been to try and 
rein in demand to slow down the 
rate of general price increases. For 
many homeowners with mortgages, 
increasing interest costs on their 
home loan will generally lead to 
a reduction in spending in other 
areas, which will usually help reduce 
inflation overall.  

Unfortunately, the approach is 
not without risk. In theory, raising 
interest rates eventually cools 
demand and brings down prices, but 
the mechanism is often described 
as a ‘blunt tool’ with an uncertain 
impact. It can also take months for 
any subsequent change in consumer 
spending behaviour to be confirmed. 
This increases the chances that 
policymakers inadvertently overshoot 
and raise interest rates by more than 
they needed to.

Clearly, it’s a very difficult balancing act.

Holding interest rates too low for 
too long helped create the current 
inflation problem. But if interest 
rates now rise too far, it increases 
the chance of a steeper economic 
downturn that more significantly 
impacts businesses and results in a 
larger spike in unemployment. That 
would broadly be described as a ‘hard 
landing’; the very outcome the RBNZ 
is striving to avoid.

Bonds – back to the future?

As we’ve attempted to explain in various communications, the painful outcome 
for investors in bonds in 2022 was highly unusual. This chart helps to provide 
some context.

The bars on the chart show the calendar year returns from global bonds1 (blue 
bars) and global shares2 (orange bars). The performances we are showing here 
are in US dollars, as that gives us a longer index data set than if we were showing 
the same information in New Zealand dollars. However, the picture would 
otherwise look very similar.
The main observations we can see at a glance (or within a few glances) are as follows:
1. Bond returns are usually positive. Including 2013, when bonds were down  

by just -0.1%, there have only been four years out of 33 when bonds have 
been negative.

2. In contrast, global share market returns are negative more often (nine years out 
of 33). This is consistent with shares generally being a higher risk investment. 
Similarly, we also see share returns delivering much larger positive and negative 
returns over time.

3. What’s also very interesting is when we look at the nine years when shares 
delivered negative returns – 1990, 1992, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2008, 2011, 2018 
and 2022. In all of these years except 2022, the corresponding return from 
bonds was positive.

1 Using the returns of the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Bond Index (hedged to USD)
2 Using the returns of the MSCI World ex Australia Index (gross div), in USD



Stay focused on what works

We can’t predict the future, but we can continue to learn 
from the past.

As investment practitioners, we have helped clients 
successfully navigate some extremely difficult markets over 
the years.

Each periodic “crisis” has been different, 
and each has been as unpredictable 
as the last, but the best solutions have 
almost always looked the same:

•	 Stay in touch with your adviser and stick with your plan.

•	 By all means change that plan when your circumstances 
change, but not in reaction to a sudden market event.

•	 Be focused on the things you can control.

•	 Keep investment costs as low as possible and stay as 
diversified as you can in relation to your risk profile.

•	 Tune out the media noise and any investment 
opportunities (or salespeople) that promise to 
consistently beat the market – the weight of evidence is 
not on their side.

We know markets will continue to go up and down; they 
always have. Importantly, most seasoned investors also 
understand that we can’t pursue the potential rewards of 
achieving higher investment returns without accepting 
some risk of periodic underperformance along the way.

When it comes down to long term investment planning, 
the good news is that the volatility we expect from markets 
over time (the mixture of good and bad returns) is already 
factored into our projections and your plan. As a result, 
when returns do occasionally disappoint, your adviser 
will rightly remind you - unless your circumstances have 
otherwise changed - to stick to the plan, because that is 
where any short term pain ultimately gets replaced with 
long term gain.



Key Market Movements 


+3.9%

NEW ZEALAND SHARES  
The New Zealand market, as measured by the S&P/NZX 50 Index, 
backed up its solid +3.8% return in the last quarter of 2022 with 
another +3.9% return in the first quarter of 2023.

Five of the top 15 companies by market capitalisation, made strong 
contributions to the index performance this quarter - Fisher & 
Paykel Healthcare (+17.9%), Mercury NZ Ltd (+15.1%) and Auckland 
International Airport (+11.4%).

While these in particular were excellent results, the New Zealand 
market overall lagged most developed market counterparts.  
This was likely a reflection of the ongoing economic uncertainty 
locally which was underscored by the announcement in March that 
New Zealand’s GDP fell by 0.6% in the fourth quarter of 2022.

While winners outnumbered losers within New Zealand’s top 50, 
a couple of notable returns on the downside included a2 Milk 
which gave up much of last quarter’s gains by posting -15.5%, and 
Heartland Group Holdings which fell -10.3%, in what was a weak 
quarter for most banking companies globally.    

Source: S&P/NZX 50 Index (gross with imputation credits)

Global share markets delivered further positive results in the first quarter, buoyed by a reduction in recession concerns across leading developed 
markets. That these gains came despite a sharp, but short-lived, elevation in fears across the global banking sector in early March, highlighted a 
degree of market resilience that was absent in 2022.

Bond markets also contributed positively to portfolio returns in the quarter as expectations began to grow that the interest rate tightening cycle, 
particularly in the leading US market, might soon be coming to an end.

That said, there are still risks to the forward view. In particular, many central banks are continuing to raise interest rates in pursuit of a soft economic 
landing – where they manage to slow the economy and inflation recedes, without an excessive impact on businesses or workers. It’s a very difficult 
undertaking to get just right, and the extent of their success will have a bearing over performance in the near term.

However, in the longer term, the prospects of a global economic recovery are slowly improving. And after several years of border closures, supply 
chain problems, labour shortages and a myriad of other economic frustrations, that’s an enticing thought.

 INTERNATIONAL SHARES  
US and Eurozone share markets made further strong gains in the first 
quarter, despite increased volatility in the banking sector.
In early March, the collapse of Silicon Valley bank in the US, followed 
by the swift buyout of Credit Suisse by UBS initially sparked concerns 
about the potential for another global banking crisis. These concerns 
were quickly allayed after the Federal Reserve expressed confidence in 
the resilience of the US banking system and the Swiss authorities were 
equally alert in assisting with the takeover of Credit Suisse.
By quarter end, the early March wobbles were a fading memory 
and the share markets ended the month positively on the back of 
improving investor sentiment.
The UK share market was also higher, aided by the news that the UK’s 
latest quarterly GDP data was better than expected and that the UK 
economy had avoided a technical recession in the fourth quarter of 2022.
Against major currencies, the New Zealand dollar was a little weaker 
through the quarter which meant increased reported returns for 
investors holding unhedged foreign assets.
The MSCI World ex-Australia Index delivered a healthy return of +7.5% for 
the quarter hedged to the NZ dollar, and +9.5% for the unhedged index. 
Source: MSCI World ex-Australia Index (net div.)

+7.5% 
(hedged  
to NZD) 


+9.5% 

(unhedged)

 EMERGING MARKETS SHARES  
The emerging markets posted solid positive returns over the first 
quarter although lagging the general returns from developed markets.

The start of the year brought renewed optimism for the emerging 
markets, given the re-opening of the Chinese economy. However, 
February and March saw a re-escalation in US-China tensions, 
highlighted by the shooting down of a Chinese high-altitude balloon 
in US airspace. Despite this, the Chinese share market still delivered a 
return similar to the emerging markets index during the quarter.

A number of individual emerging countries, headed by the Czech 
Republic, produced strong double-digit returns for the quarter.  
The Mexican market performed well against a backdrop of improving 
economic data while more significant players Taiwan and Korea, seen 
as beneficiaries of the improving optimism about global growth, were 
amongst the other strong contributors.

The Brazilian market was down against a backdrop of softening 
economic data and anti-government riots that damaged government 
buildings in January. India also generated negative returns amid 
allegations of fraud and share price manipulation at a major Indian 
conglomerate early in the quarter.

In aggregate, it was a good performance by the emerging markets group 
in their local currencies, and the slightly weaker New Zealand dollar over 
the quarter meant the MSCI Emerging Markets Index produced a quarterly 
return of +5.6% in unhedged New Zealand dollar terms.

Source: MSCI Emerging Markets Index (gross div.)

+5.6%

  AUSTRALIAN SHARES  
The Australian share market (ASX 200 Total Return Index) began 
the year in similar fashion to New Zealand by delivering a +3.1% 
result for the first quarter.

Within the top 100 companies which drive the bulk of the index 
returns, materials sector firms (Liontown Resources +95.5% and 
Newcrest Mining +32.6%) delivered outstanding gains.

Liontown, a battery metals exploration firm, saw their shares 
jump by over 50% in a day after the company rejected a series 
of takeover proposals from Albemarle Corporation, the largest 
provider of lithium for electric vehicle batteries in the world.

In what was generally a productive quarter for technology firms 
globally, Wisetech Global (+28.5%) and Xero Ltd (+27.3%) also 
delivered significant gains.

At the other end of the spectrum, shares in coal mining company 
Whitehaven Coal fell -25.2% following significant weakness in 
the coal price during the first quarter, while financial services firm 
Computershare Ltd declined -16.5%.

Although the index return in Australian dollar terms was slightly higher 
at +3.5%, the reported returns to unhedged New Zealand investors 
declined a little due to a slight strengthening in the value of the  
New Zealand dollar (versus the Australian dollar) over the quarter.

Source: S&P/ASX 200 Index (total return)

+3.1%



 
+1.6%

INTERNATIONAL FIXED INTEREST  
During the first quarter, the positive sentiment on the growth outlook 
improved, and some of the headline inflation pressures showed signs 
of abating, in particular as energy prices weakened. However, core 
measures of consumer price inflation (which exclude food and energy) 
delivered upside surprises in both the US and Europe. While there 
were signs that interest rate hiking cycles were already biting in many 
regions (particularly within housing markets), the downstream impacts 
on broader economic performance are still to be revealed.

Central banks continued with their rate rising programmes, although 
some adjusted their stance. The US Federal Reserve announced two 
rate hikes in the quarter of 0.25% each, marking a slowdown from 
their last six adjustments of either 0.50% or 0.75% each. The Bank of 
England also approved two hikes of 0.50% and 0.25% respectively, 
while the European Central Bank remained more aggressive by 
comparison and raised rates twice in 0.50% increments. The Bank of 
Canada enacted a rate hike of 0.25% but signalled a pause immediately 
upon doing so, while the Bank of Japan made no further adjustments 
to its yield curve control policy, despite core inflation rising.

Against this backdrop bond markets were relatively volatile with 
widening credit spreads, meaning US and European investment 
grade bonds generally underperformed government bonds.

Over the quarter, the US 10 year bond yield declined from 3.88% to 
3.47%, with the two year bond yield similarly retreating from 4.43% 
to 4.04%. Germany’s 10 year bond yield fell from 2.56% to 2.30%, 
while the UK 10 year yield decreased from 3.67% to 3.49%.

The US dollar was weaker against most of its G10 peers over the 
quarter, driven by changes in rate hike expectations.

The FTSE World Government Bond Index 1-5 Years (hedged to NZD) 
returned +1.6% for the quarter, while the broader Bloomberg Global 
Aggregate Bond Index (hedged to NZD) advanced +2.7%.

Source: FTSE World Government Bond Index 1-5 Years (hedged to NZD)

Unless otherwise specified, all returns are expressed in NZD. We assume Australian 
shares and emerging markets shares are invested on an unhedged basis, and therefore 
returns from these asset classes are susceptible to movement in the value of the NZD. 
Index returns are before all costs and tax. Returns are annualised for time periods greater 
than one year.

Key Market Movements

Table 1: Asset class returns to 31 March 2023

ASSET CLASS INDEX NAME 3 
MONTHS

1 
YEAR

3 
YEARS

5 
YEARS

10 
YEARS

New Zealand 
shares

S&P/NZX 50 Index 
(gross with imputation 
credits)

+3.9% -1.0% +7.4% +8.3% +11.5%

Australian 
shares

S&P/ASX 200 Index 
(total return) +3.1% -0.9% +17.9% +8.8% +6.5%

International 
shares

MSCI World ex Australia 
Index (net div., hedged 
to NZD)

+7.5% -7.3% +15.6% +8.0% +10.4%

MSCI World ex 
Australia Index (net div.) +9.5% +3.1% +14.5% +11.2% +12.2%

Emerging 
markets 
shares

MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index (gross 
div.)

+5.6% -0.6% +6.5% +2.4% +5.4%

New Zealand 
fixed interest

S&P/NZX A-Grade 
Corporate Bond Index +2.4% +0.1% -1.1% +1.3% +3.1%

International 
fixed interest

FTSE World 
Government  
Bond Index 1-5 Years 
(hedged to NZD)

+1.6% -0.8% -0.9% +0.9% +2.2%

Bloomberg Global 
Aggregate Bond Index 
(hedged to NZD)

+2.7% -4.8% -2.4% +0.6% +2.9%

New Zealand 
cash

New Zealand  
One-Month Bank  
Bill Yields Index

+1.2% +3.6% +1.5% +1.5% +2.1%

 
+2.4%

NEW ZEALAND FIXED INTEREST  
In keeping with the trend overseas, the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand (RBNZ) raised the Official Cash Rate (OCR) by a further 
0.50% in February following the larger 0.75% rise in November.

In their 22 February statement, the RBNZ noted that the outlook 
for global activity in 2023 remains subdued, which is acting to lower 
global consumer pricing pressures as well as demand for New 
Zealand’s key commodity exports. However, core inflation remains 
high internationally and inflationary pressures remain broad based.

What the statement did not contain was any suggestion that the 
previously outlined monetary policy track would be subject to  
any adjustment.

Over the quarter to 31 March, the New Zealand 10 year bond yield 
declined from 4.55% to 4.23%.

The S&P/NZX A-Grade Corporate Bond Index rose +2.4% for the 
quarter, while the longer duration but higher quality S&P/NZX NZ 
Government Bond Index gained +2.5%.

Source: S&P/NZX A-Grade Corporate Bond Index



23 ways the world is getting better

“I am not an optimist. I am a very serious possibilist.”  
– Hans Rosling

You don’t have to look too far to find negativity these days.

Just watch the news, go on social media, or even have conversations with friends, 
family members, or co-workers.

You’ll likely hear or read about political instability, natural disasters, disease, 
or an endless list of bad news you can find 24/7 because of the free flow of 
information. Every year people label the current year 'the worst year ever' but 
these people have obviously never read a history book.

The combination the negativity and availability bias make it easy to assume the 
world is getting worse on a daily basis. Sometimes it feels as if we’re now taking 
one step forward and two steps back.

In reality, this is the greatest time in history to be alive. The world has seen an 
unbelievable amount of progress over almost any time horizon you look at. 
It’s just that bad news is an event or headline while good news is a process or 
statistic. Bad news makes for a better story and stories are what stick with us,  
not statistics.

I’ve read four books in recent years that make it clear just how much progress the 
world has experienced to get to this point (all four books were excellent):

•	 The Rise and Fall of American Growth by Robert Gordon

•	 The Better Angels of Our Nature by Steven Pinker

•	 Factfulness by Hans Rosling

•	 Enlightenment Now by Steven Pinker

Each of these books methodically goes through the data to show how human 
ingenuity and innovation have created massive progress around the globe. 

Sometimes it’s good to have a reminder 
that progress is there even when it 
doesn’t feel like it. What follows are 23 
amazing facts I found in these books 
that prove this out:

1. Over the last 20 years, the proportion 
of people living in extreme poverty 
has almost been cut in half.

2. The average life expectancy around 
the world today is 72. In 1800, 
among all babies who were ever 
born, roughly half died during their 
childhood. Life expectancy was 
just 30 years and no country had 
a life expectancy above 40. Life 
expectancy at birth was only 45 
years in 1870. 

3. Flying has gotten 2,100 times safer 
over the past 70 years. 2016 was 
the second safest year in aviation 
history. The odds of being fatally 
injured in a plane crash are just 
0.000025%.

4. The real price of plane travel in the 
U.S. has fallen by more than half 
since the late 1970s.

5. The share of homes that had 
electricity in 1870 was exactly zero. 
Today the proportion of people 
with electricity is 85%.
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23 ways the world is getting better

6. In 1905, a Vermont doctor and 
his chauffeur were the first to 
successfully drive a car across 
country from San Francisco to 
New York. It took them 63 days. 
Today you can fly cross country 
in a matter of hours while using 
wireless Internet.

7. There was no entertainment 
available to the average family in 
1870, except for a few traveling 
musicians or circus performers or 
in-home board or card games. 
Today our entertainment options 
are almost unlimited.

8. The average American now retires at 
age 62. One hundred years ago, the 
average American died at age 51.

9. The percentage of the population 
living past their 65th birthday was 
only 34% in 1870 but jumped to 
56% by 1940 and 77% by 2000.

10. Up until the 1870s, people 
typically worked 11-12 hour 
days. By 1900, the typical worker 
put in 10 hours a day, 6 days a 
week. It wasn’t until 1940 that 
it came down to the standard 
40-hour, 5-day workweek. And 
these weren’t office jobs sitting 
behind a desk. The conditions for 
most workers were terrible and 
hazardous to their health.

11. The proportion of people killed 
annually in wars is less than a 
quarter of what it was in the 
1980s, one-seventh of what it was 
in the early 1970s, one-eighteenth 
of what it was in the early 1950s, 
and a 0.5% of what it was during 
World War II.

12. The world’s nuclear stockpiles 
have been reduced by 85% since 
the Cold War.

13. The world has gotten richer (as 
measured by Gross World Product) 
in 51 of the last 55 years.

14. Since 1960, the fraction of a 
person’s life taken up by work 
has fallen by 25% through a 
combination of shorter workweeks, 
more paid time off, and longer 
retirements.

15. Every single country in the world 
today has a lower infant or child 
mortality rate than it had in 1950.

16. Between 1961 and 2009 the 
amount of land used to grow 
food increased by 12%, but the 
amount of food that was grown 
increased by 300%.

17. Between 1950 and 2009, the 
rate of death in traffic accidents 
fell six-fold.

18. Roughly half of the adults in the 
world own a smartphone.

19. Just 7% of the world’s 
population lived in a free or 
relatively free society in 1850. 
Today that number is closer to 
two-thirds.

20. Early in the 19th century, 12% of 
the world could read and write. 
Today it’s 83%.

21. In 1820, more than 80% of 
the world was unschooled. It’s 
estimated that by the end of 
the century this number will be 
close to zero.

22. In 1920, just 28% of American 
teenagers ages 14-17 were in 
high school. The latest stats 
show over 80% graduated high 
school, of whom 70% went on 
to college.

23. In 1940, less than 5% of 
Americans held a bachelor’s 
degree. By 2015, it was up to 
one-third.

Adapted from: A Wealth of Common Sense, 
Ben Carlson, 6 April 2023


